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Fabrication of 1D gold nanoparticle (NP) arrays by crack templated reduction lithography (CTRL) is

demonstrated. The gold NPs are synthesized in situ on the cracks in a polydimethoxysiloxane (PDMS)

substrate without additional reducing/stabilizing agents. Upon directionally bending the substrate,

various array patterns formed on the PDMS rubber.
Highly aligned gold nanoparticles (NPs) and nanowires (NWs)
have attracted considerable interest owing to their diverse
applications in electrical1–4 and optical sensors.5–7 Enormous
efforts have been devoted to producing aligned gold NPs and
NWs on a large scale. Electrodeposition of metal NWs in
a conned region, such as anodized anodic membranes, and the
synthesis of metal NPs by reducing agents are well-known
conventional solution processes to prepare metal NWs and
NPs.1,2,8–11 Although these approaches can produce large quanti-
ties, their applications are restricted when the NPs and NWs
must be aligned on a solid surface because this alignment
requires additional transfer processes. In situ synthesis methods
on solid surfaces have also been investigated, including litho-
graphically patterned electrodeposition,12,13 microstructured
template-guided methods,14–16 and biomolecule-templated
methods.17–20 Currently, these approaches enable the prepara-
tion of selectively aligned NPs and NWs, but obtaining a highly
aligned 1D array of NPs and NWs without using an additional
nano- or microstructure patterned substrate is difficult. Hence,
a simple route for the preparation of 1D arrays of NPs and NWs
on solid surfaces is still required to achieve selective alignment,
diverse patterns, and size control.

Herein, we report a novel synthesis approach for 1D gold NP
arrays based on regulated crack templated reduction lithog-
raphy (CTRL) on a liquid PDMS surface. The selective aqueous
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synthesis of gold nanoparticles along the cracks on PDMS
rubber has not been investigated thus far. In our experiments,
liquid PDMS on an elastomer substrate is treated with oxygen
plasma and stretched, resulting in the formation of a patterned
crack in the stiff silica layer on the surface of the liquid PDMS.
The native liquid PDMS was thereby exposed to the environ-
ment by cracking this silica layer covering the silicon oil. The
uncovered regions of liquid PDMS were subsequently exposed
to the gold precursor solution. The curing agent in the PDMS
caused 1D gold NP arrays to spontaneously form along the crack
on the liquid PDMS surface. Furthermore, we generated various
patterns of gold NP arrays by manipulating the PDMS in various
ways. Notably, we successively fabricated wide and narrow gold
NP arrays by controlling the liquid PDMS thickness. Therefore,
we were able to realize a novel approach for well-aligned gold
nanoarrays, such as wires, based on cracking a stiff silica layer
on PDMS rubber and using precursor chemistry. Gold NP arrays
prepared by the developed approach may be utilized in optical
and chemical sensing and stretchable electronics in the near
future.

The aligned crack patterns on the PDMS substrate was rst
prepared by oxygen plasma and subsequent bending (Fig. 1).
Periodic structures, such as cracks and wrinkles were fabricated
Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of the fabrication steps for periodic crack
patterns on the liquid-PDMS-covered elastomeric substrate formed by
oxygen plasma and bending.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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as expected by oxygen plasma using fully cured PDMS substrate.
However, the residual Si–H groups of the curing agent in the
hardened PDMS were not strong enough to reduce the gold
precursors at the cracked regions (Fig. S1†). Therefore, we used
liquid PDMS as a reducing agent for the gold NP synthesis aer
the oxygen plasma formed on a thin stiff layer on the surface of
the liquid PDMS. Silicone compounds can be polymerized as
a membrane by plasma treatment.21,22 Under the same plasma
treatment conditions, the thickness of polymerized thin layer
drastically increased from 140 nm aer a 10 s treatment to
300 nm aer a 60 s treatment (Fig. S2a†). The solidied silica
layer could be bent, whichmeans that the oxidation process was
sufficient to polymerize the liquid PDMS (Fig. S2b†). The
thickness of the polymerized thin layer was not further thick-
ened aer 60 s of treatment due to the effective depth limit of
the oxygen plasma in our experimental conditions. To ensure
that the thickness of the stiff polymerized layers was uniform
across all samples, oxygen plasma was applied for 120 s in all
experiments.

Aer the oxygen plasma treatment, the PDMS substrate was
wrapped around a cylindrical support and subsequently put on
the glass slide. The wrapping step induces cracking on the stiff
silica layer due to the tensile stress at the interface between the
PDMS substrate and the native liquid PDMS caused by bending.
Fig. S2c† shows the liquid PDMS exposed by cracking the silica
layer due to bending. The microscope image in Fig. S2c† was
taken from a thicker liquid PDMS sample to more easily observe
the cracked regions with low-magnication optical microscopy.
We could thereby produce periodic crack patterns on the elas-
tomeric substrate consisting of a hardened silica layer and the
exposed liquid PDMS along the cracks. The prepared crack-
patterned PDMS substrate was used to synthesize gold NPs
along these periodic crack arrays.

Patterned gold nanoparticle arrays were synthesized in situ
on the cracked PDMS substrate in aqueous gold precursor
solution. Fig. 2a shows a schematic illustration of the CTRL
process to synthesize of gold NPs along the cracked line on
the PDMS substrate. The intensity of the transmittance of the
reddish color and the reectance of the gold color both
increased along with the reaction time, indicating that gold
Fig. 2 In situ synthesis of gold NPs along the cracked lines on the
PDMS substrate. (a) A schematic illustration of the synthesis of gold
NPs by crack templated reduction lithography (CTRL). (b) The trans-
mittance (left) and reflection (right) optical images of the perpendicular
crack lines at the same region during the 6 h reduction reaction.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
NPs were formed (Fig. 2b). The reduction of the gold ions to
gold NPs was only observed in the exposed crack regions due
to the presence of the PDMS curing agent. This curing agent
consisted with Si–H groups, which could reduce the metal
ions to metal particles (Fig. S3†).23–26 However, the silica layer
on the liquid PDMS surface formed by oxygen plasma had low
metal ion permeability. In addition, the Si–H group of the
curing agent on the PDMS surface may have been be almost
completely consumed during the oxygen plasma treatment.27

Therefore, the cracked regions gradually became red
according to the formation of the gold nanoparticles, while
the silica layer regions exhibited no color changes. Thus,
aligned gold NP arrays were fabricated from the reduction
lithography.

The morphologies of the synthesized gold NP arrays were
examined by SEM and AFM. Aer nishing the reduction
lithography, the patterned gold NP arrays were perpendicular to
the direction of the applied external stress. In the SEM images,
the aligned gold NP arrays appeared bright, while the regions
covered with the silica layer were observed to be dark (Fig. 3a).
SEM inset image shows the cross-sectional view of the synthe-
sized gold NP array on PDMS substrate. Due to the large number
of electrons in elements with a higher atomic number, the
synthesized gold NP arrays appear signicantly brighter than
the PDMS substrate, which contains lower atomic-number
elements. The presence of gold NPs at the cracked regions
was also conrmed by EDS mapping (Fig. S4†). The results
indicated that the gold NPs could be selectively synthesized at
the regions dened by cracking on the PDMS substrate. Thus,
the lines were composed of densely aligned gold NPs approxi-
mately 100 nm in diameter. The AFM analysis indicated that the
width and amplitude of the gold NP arrays were approximately
800 nm and 120 nm, respectively (Fig. 3b). Thus, the AFM 3D
line view of the geometry conrms that the wire-like 1D gold NP
arrays were composed of densely connected individual gold NPs
(Fig. 3c).

The gold NP arrays on the PDMS substrates were also
examined by UV-visible spectroscopy. Aer the reduction
Fig. 3 Morphological characteristics of the synthesized gold NP
arrays. (a) FE-SEM image of the aligned gold nanoparticle composite
wire arrays. Inset image shows the cross-sectional view and the scale
bar is 1 mm. (b) AFM image of the gold NP array with a scan size of 5� 5
mm. The inserted z-scale bar corresponds to 0 to 200 nm from bottom
to top. (c) AFM 3D view of the produced gold NP array with a scan size
of 5 � 5 mm.
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Fig. 5 Fabrication of various gold NP array patterns by the CTRL
method. (a) Transmission and reflection images of periodically aligned
gold NP arrays. (b) The mesh-type wire pattern was produced by
applying step-wise tensile stress with an orientation angle. (c) The
concentric array pattern was obtained by pressing the designated
region with a sharp tip. (d) Single array lines consisting of wide and
narrow regions were fabricated using a hard mold with a 5 mm step.
Scale bars are 100 mm in all optical microscope images.
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lithography, a distinct peak at approximately 560 nm due to
gold surface plasmon absorption appeared, while the bare
PDMS exhibited no absorption peaks (Fig. 4). The absorption
intensity increased at distinct wavelengths, indicating the
formation of gold NPs on PDMS substrate. It is well known that
the absorption peak of gold NPs is a function of the NPs
diameter and as the diameter increases, the absorption shis to
longer wavelength due to the plasmon resonance and broaden
due to the scattering with NPs size. From Fig. 4, the absorption
peak at approximately 560 nm was related to 100 nm gold NPs
and showed that the peak broaden like the previously
reports.28–30 The size of the synthesized gold NPs along the
cracked regions may be controlled by modulating the concen-
tration of the metal precursor solution.31

To control the periodicity between the 1D gold NP arrays, we
used cylindrical supports with different diameters of 10, 15, and
30 mm. The cracked patterns on the PDMS substrate were
fabricated by the same conditions described above. Then, the
number of arrays in a 200 mm unit of length was counted in the
optical microscope images (Fig. S5†). The evaluated numerical
data demonstrated that more frequent arrays were fabricated by
using a smaller diameter cylindrical support to induce the more
cracking in the silica layer on the PDMS substrate. Approxi-
mately 40 arrays were fabricated in 200 mm in the case of the 10
mm diameter cylindrical support, while 18 and 2 arrays were
observed for the 15 and 30 mm diameter cylindrical supports,
respectively (Fig. S6†). The number of periodic arrays could be
simply controlled by utilizing cylindrical supports with different
diameters. Previous reports have demonstrated that cracked
lines in PDMS could be easily modulated by gradual oxidation
and the bending stress.32,33

Various patterned arrays were fabricated by applying step-
wise stress with an orientation angle, a point stress, and by
controlling the liquid PDMS thickness (Fig. 5). By applying
single bending utilizing a cylindrical support, periodically
aligned gold NP arrays were fabricated in the direction
perpendicular to the tensile stress (Fig. 5a). A mesh-type wire
pattern was prepared by applying bi-directional sequential
bending with an orientation angle (Fig. 5b). The reection
image clearly shows the mesh-type wire pattern. Longer gold NP
Fig. 4 UV-visible spectra of a bare PDMS substrate and the gold NP
arrays on PDMS.

13230 | RSC Adv., 2017, 7, 13228–13231
arrays formed by rst bending and shorter gold NP arrays
formed by second bending were observed by vertical incidence
of light (shown as yellow arrow in Fig. 5b). A concentric wire
pattern was obtained by applying high stress at a single point
using a sharp tip (Fig. 5c). Aer the oxygen plasma treatment,
the designated area was pressed with the tip, and reduction
lithography was conducted to synthesize gold NPs in solution.
Then, the concentrically aligned gold NP arrays were simply
fabricated on the PDMS substrate. Finally, gold NP arrays con-
sisting of wide and narrow regions were fabricated by spreading
the liquid PDMS on the substrate using a rigid mold with a 5 mm
height step (Fig. 5d). Through the oxygen plasma and bending
process, wider cracks occurred in the PDMS regions with
a thicker layer of liquid underneath, while narrow cracks were
fabricated in surfaces covering the thinner liquid PDMS. The
wider crack formation at the thicker liquid PDMS might be due
to the higher uidmobility of the un-cured PDMS depending on
the thickness. The optical microscope image shows narrow and
wide regions in a single wire. The various gold NP arrays were
fabricated by the proposed simple CTRL method without using
additional reducing/stabilizing agents or conventional MEMS
processes.

In summary, we have developed a novel CTRLmethod for the
preparation of highly aligned gold NPs on an elastomeric PDMS
substrate without additional reducing/stabilizing agents or
MEMS processes. In the developed method, high reducing
capacity regions were created by forming a silica layer on the
surface of the liquid PDMS by oxygen plasma and inducing
cracks in this layer using various bending processes. The
exposed native liquid PDMS along the cracked lines was used as
a template, wherein gold precursors were reduced by the curing
agent of the PDMS. The resulting 1D gold NP arrays were well
aligned along the direction of the cracks on the PDMS substrate
and were generally homogeneous in width and height. This
process also enabled the preparation of various patterns of gold
NP arrays by applying step-wise stress with an orientation angle,
a point stress, and by controlling the liquid PDMS thickness.
We anticipate that our technique will be further optimized for
optical and chemical sensing and for stretchable electronics.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2017
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